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A
MonetDB Clusters

A.1 Merovingian: MonetDB as a Service

The MonetDB software platform has traditionally always been centred around
a console based application, the mserver. Interaction via the console with the
database server is made using the kernel language, which traditionally is incom-
prehensible for normal users. This setup, where the console is always present
greatly aids developer interaction and debugging, but throws up a barrier for
normal and business users. Normally, a database server runs as daemon (server)
process in the background, responding to client requests and writing log mes-
sages to some file on disk. Stopping the daemon is done by sending it a ter-
mination signal, instead of interacting via the console to quit the server. For a
successful Armada deployment, non-interactive starting and stopping of data-
base servers is essential to keep maintenance low.

Because changing the characteristics of mserver results in a lot of resistance
by its core developers whose strong habits rely on the console based interac-
tion, a wrapper-like approach was chosen to obtain the above described desired
behaviour for the MonetDB database system. This wrapper, called Merovingian,
has next to the features of a daemon some options that make it a core compon-
ent of an Armada deployment. Merovingian here does not operate on its own,
the Sabaoth layer was added to help Merovingian on managing a local database
farm.

A.2 Merovingian’s Architecture

Figure A.1 shows a cluster of two sites, equipped with Merovingian instances.
Focussing on a single site for now, a single Merovingian can manage multiple
Mservers through the Sabaoth disk-based administration. The role of Mero-
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Figure A.1: The architecture of an Armada cluster and its core components.

vingian is threefold. First, it provides daemon functionality for an Mserver.
Second, Merovingian (re)starts an Mserver once a client requires a connection
to it. Third, it handles discovery and cooperation with remote sites also us-
ing Merovingian. The first two roles go hand in hand. An Mserver started by
Merovingian, remains under its umbrella and hence can be monitored. Hence,
Mserver emitted messages can be caught and logged. Upon shutdown, Mer-
ovingian first shuts down the Mserver before it shuts down itself. The ability
of Merovingian to restart an Mserver comes in handy when an Mserver has
crashed or was shut down temporarily for maintenance.

To perform its job, Merovingian acts as a server to a connecting client. This
means that a client actually connects to Merovingian instead of an Mserver.
This is easily achieved by having Merovingian running on the default port for
an Mserver. Once a client has made a connection, it informs the server about
what database it is looking for, as usual. Merovingian looks up this database
and depending on its state it (re)starts the corresponding Mserver if necessary.
After making sure that the Mserver is running, Merovingian redirects the client
to the Mserver either using a redirect response or by creating a proxy to it. A
redirect response causes a client to disconnect and follow the directions given
by the server, a proxy causes the client to restart its login ritual. In case of a
redirect, Merovingian is not in between client and server, thereby avoiding to
become a bottleneck, but not all network setups support this due to firewall
configurations or routing issues.
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A.3 Sabaoth’s Disk Administration

When Merovingian needs to look up the state of an Mserver, it actually con-
sults Sabaoth. To achieve maximum independence and platform independent
support, Sabaoth uses the local disk to store information about the state of an
Mserver. Sabaoth is no actual process itself, instead it is a set of functions that
read from and write to the disk upon request. The actions that Sabaoth sup-
ports for storage and retrieval are numerous. It keeps track of start and stop
information and the crash information that is implicitly encoded therein. Each
database records how it can be reached, via the available connections admin-
istered, next to the available scenarios for such connection, such as e.g. the SQL
language. Lastly, Sabaoth can list all known databases in the local database
farm, including the properties of those databases.

Using all of this information provided by Sabaoth, Merovingian can find out
if a database exists or not, if it is already running or not and when both are true,
how to connect to it. The disk administration of Sabaoth is straight-forward
based on separate files, placed in the database directory of the respective data-
base.

Uplog The .uplog file consists of timestamps representing start and stop times
of the server. Sabaoth only appends to this file, hence the risk of corruption is
low. A start time is followed by a tab character, whereas a stop time is followed
by a newline character. As such, the .uplog file looks like a two column data
sheet on a database that has no crashes. As soon as a database crashes, no stop
time is written to the log, and hence the next start of the server follows the
previous start time. For both the human eye and a program it is easy to see a
crash has occured in such case.

Connections All sockets that are opened by a server to listen for connections,
are registered by Sabaoth in the .conns file. It contains one or more URLs that
point to the database, e.g. mapi:monetdb://localhost:50001/, which can dir-
ectly be used to connect or redirect to that database. Since an Mserver calls the
respective Sabaoth function to register an available connection only when it has
successfully completed opening that connection, Merovingian can reliably redir-
ect a client to a just started database once the Mserver has registered available
connections through Sabaoth.
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Scenarios A scenario is a specific language mode that can be used to commu-
nicate to the server. Each Mserver can have a different set of scenarios loaded
and hence available. The .scens file contains all scenarios available, one scen-
ario per line. Typically, the file contains sql and mal entries, for availability of
the SQL language front-end and the MAL kernel language console.

A.4 Remote Databases with Merovingian

Merovingian is considered to be the entry point for clients to the MonetDB
Database Server on a particular system. As such, in distributed scenarios Mer-
ovingian can be used to represent the “global” knowledge that is necessary to
find another database in the environment. How Merovingian does this, is in
principle unrelated to the fact that it does. In other words, a client comes to
Merovingian, assuming it gets an appropriate redirect or error when the data-
base does not exist. The implementation used in Merovingian to know about
foreign databases should just satisfy the assumption of the client. Currently
Merovingian uses a simple broadcast based implementation. Future versions
might use a DHT based approach if the broadcast approach is proven not to
be sufficient. To redirect a client to a foreign database, Merovingian needs a
Sabaoth like structure containing at least the database name and its connection
URL. Since most tools relying on Sabaoth assume it only administers local data-
bases, appending the remote database structures to it results in conflicts. This is
best illustrated by the properties of such remote database. The properties avail-
able in Sabaoth about databases need not to be available for a foreign database.
Retrieving the information may be expensive. For these reasons, the informa-
tion only makes sense for Merovingian. Each Merovingian publishes inform-
ation about its databases either push or pull based to others with a modified
connection URL. Instead of associating the local connection URL to a published
database, the connection URL of the Merovingian publishing it is used. This
scheme allows the foreign Merovingian to start a requested database on the fly
when necessary, as normal.

Broadcasts In the broadcast implementation of Merovingian, each starting
Merovingian broadcasts a list of available databases using ANNC “announce”
messages. Other Merovingian processes that receive those messages append
these databases to their local administration of remote databases. Next, a start-
ing Merovingian sends a HELO “hello” message which other Merovingian pro-
cesses respond to by announcing their available databases. This way, a join-
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ing Merovingian publishes its existence and an exchange of available databases
throughout the network is performed.

The broadcast can be limited to a certain subnet, as to reach only a selective
audience, or IPv6’s advanced multicasting features can be used to control the
reach of broadcast messages. For simplicity all communication is done using
connection-less UDP packages, which allow broadcasting and are very cheap.
Loss of messages does in principle not harm the system as a whole. Considering
in most cases the cluster runs over a local network, it is unlikely packages get
lost at all.

Time-To-Live New databases can be added, or others removed. Merovingian
itself does not notice this until a client asks for such database. Hence the only
way of finding new databases, is by periodically consulting Sabaoth to retrieve
the current list of available databases. This way it is easy to detect a new data-
base, but hard to detect a removed database. For this a list of the previous con-
sult has to be kept. An alternative solution using a time-to-live is used by Mer-
ovingian. Each announcement of a database gets a time-to-live (TTL) from the
announcing Merovingian. Each Merovingian that receives this announcement
stores the TTL, and frequently checks all known remote databases whether their
TTL has expired. If so, the remote database is dropped. To prevent a remote
database from being dropped, its originating Merovingian has to “renew” the
TTL, which is done by a re-announcement of the same database, but with an
updated TTL. Each Merovingian periodically announces its local databases this
way, a little earlier than the TTL expiration time. This way it is avoided that a
database becomes unavailable for a short period around TTL expiration. Local
databases that are removed, are not re-announced this way, and hence due to
the TTL expiring they are also removed from remote Merovingian processes, be
it with a delay. The same delay is encountered for new databases to become
available at remote sites. However, it is not common that databases are added
or removed. For environments there this is the case for some reason, the TTL
time can be set relatively low to increase the responsiveness here.

With each Merovingian periodically re-announcing, the cycle in which this
is done is based on the TTL time and the startup time of the Merovingian. This
is important for the load on the network, since broadcasting is used. If all Mer-
ovingian processes would re-announce at the same time, a flood of messages
would occur and package loss or even worse a Denial of Service (DoS) happen.
While this seems unlikely to happen, the HELO message could synchronise all
Merovingian processes when they would reset their TTL when announcing in
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response of the hello. Hence, the announce messages in response to a hello
message are followed by a re-announce within the TTL expiration time, just to
avoid repetitive mass announcements. To avoid the same effect as response to
the hello message, each Merovingian takes a random delay before sending the
announcement.

Finally, when a Merovingian is shut down, it sents a LEAV message for each
local database. This is a little “service” to speed up the process of removal
of remote databases when they are no longer valid. Of course when this step
would be skipped, a TTL expiration would clean up eventually.

A.5 Interoperability

Even though this is a very simple way of publishing availability of data sources,
it does allow for processes other than Merovingian to publish its own existence.
In a Merovingian only environment, all participators administer foreign data-
bases. This symmetry is however, not a requirement, and as such a compatible
process (such as an old version of Mserver) that is not compatible with Sabaoth
could publish itself to Merovingian with a minimum effort. In reality this is an
issue where MonetDB v4 has support for XQuery, unavailable in MonetDB v5.
The former, however, cannot be managed by Merovingian which is designed for
the latter. By changing the MonetDB v4 server slightly to publish itself using
the simple message mentioned upon a broadcast of a Merovingian, its XQuery
facilities can be made available through Merovingian, without its explicit con-
trol over it. This doesn’t provide the support of Merovingian for MonetDB v4 of
course, but it helps to make it available during the transition period. Another
example would be specialised “routers” that connect Merovingians on two dif-
ferent configurations (ports) to each other by implementing a cross. Since full
URLs are stored, the eventual client connection is not bothered by the configur-
ation difference.

A.6 Merovingian and Armada

The database names published, are used as is by Merovingian, e.g. when the
connection url for a foreign database is mapi:monetdb://myhost/ and its pub-
lished database mydb, then the redirection url that Merovingian uses for this
database is mapi:monetdb://myhost/mydb. Internally to Merovingian, how-
ever, the foreign database is known as mydb, exactly like as it was published.
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This scheme is likely to result in conflicts; it is not hard to imagine two or more
Merovingians to have the same database name in a default setting. For each
Merovingian, however, the Sabaoth administration is consulted before any for-
eign published databases are searched. Duplicate database names in the foreign
adminstration of a Merovingian are simply stored, but the first found entry is
used. Since this most likely depends on the order in which foreign Merovingians
published their databases, this may differ per Merovingian and even per run.
The alternative of making each database name unique results in those databases
not being able to be found under their original name any more. For this reason,
the uniqueness of database names is left to the actual users of the cluster of
Merovingians. In an Armada setting this is not an issue at all. Databases are
made as part of the initialisation ritual of a certain node. For that purpose it
is more than useful to create a database that has a unique name in the cluster
by e.g. combining the node name and its local sequence number. The “service
discovery” functionalities of Merovingian are for this case sufficient.




